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Introduction
The European Maritime Safety Agency’s staff consists of officials, temporary agents, contract
agents, seconded national experts, national experts on professional training and trainees.
All vacant posts are published on our internet site. The method to apply for calls for application is
different depending on the type of post however:
For temporary agent or contract agent posts you must use the e-recruitment tool to apply.
To apply to a seconded national expert, national experts on professional training or trainee
position you must follow the procedures mentioned in the call for application.
In order to apply for any of our advertised temporary agent or contract agent positions, you need
to create online your profile for each of the selected positions.
The aim of this guide is to give you a detailed description of the online procedure. It helps you
step by step, showing you the different screens which will appear as you go through the creation
of your EMSA profile and submission of your application. Please note that these screen shots are
from a test call and not a call that was actually published on our website.
Using this guide will help you familiarise yourself with our online application system. You will be
better prepared, and no surprises or questions should arise when you effectively proceed with
your application.
Thank you for your interest in the European Maritime Safety Agency and good luck with your
application!
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1.

The EMSA vacancies portal

All our vacancies can be found on the EMSA website http://www.emsa.europa.eu/ under the
heading “Working with us”, “Career Opportunities” on the upper left-hand side of the EMSA home
page as shown below:
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Here, under the “Positions Available” tab you can view the list of the vacancies for temporary and
contract agents, with the deadline for submission of applications for each one of them. By
clicking on each link, you can consult the current published vacancies, as well as a link to take
you to this user guide. Below you can see the page at the time of publication of the user guide.
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2.

The vacancy notice

Here is an example: after you chose a vacancy you will be able to scroll down to read the
vacancy notice in its entirety online:
(i)

Upper part
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(ii)

Middle part
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(iii) Lower part
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3.

Applying for a vacancy/Creation of an EMSA profile

If you wish to apply for a vacancy, you can initiate the procedure by clicking either on the specific
button on the upper left-hand side of the page:

Or on the link to be found at the very end of the vacancy notice:

You will then be directed to a page giving you basic instructions and information on the
application and recruitment procedure. In particular, your attention is drawn to the fact that you
need to have a valid e-mail address in order to create your online EMSA profile and apply for the
selected vacancy.
After this information page, you continue the process by clicking on the “Continue/Apply” link on
the bottom of the page:

The next page gives you further explanations, (your e-mail address will be your username) and
differentiates between applicants who have already created an EMSA profile (they can proceed
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directly by clicking on the “logon” link at the bottom of the page) and applicants who have not
yet created their profile (they have to click on the highlighted link “create your EMSA profile”).
This page looks like this:

When you want to create your EMSA profile, you are directed to a page containing fields to
fill in with your name and e-mail address which, from that moment onwards, will be used as
your username. You have to create a password to access your profile and then just click on
the button “Create user”:
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As soon as this is done, you will receive confirmation of the creation of your EMSA profile:

Then, you have the choice between either simply returning to our home page for further
consultation, or, going to your e-mail address where an e-mail will have been sent giving
you further instructions for you to continue the application procedure.
This is the content of the confirmation e-mail:

As you can see, you will have to click on the link sent in the e-mail in order to activate your
profile (this procedure is needed in order to ensure that the e-mail address you have
provided is valid and correctly spelled). You also receive a link to be used in case you forget
your password.
Once you have clicked on the above-mentioned link, you are re-directed to our internet site
on the vacancies portal, to a page confirming that your profile has been activated, and
providing the link enabling you to continue the application procedure:
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You can now log in for the first time using your username (e-mail address) and password:

You are now logged in and you can start filling in your application for the selected vacancy.
The first page you access gives you basic information on how to proceed. You can go ahead
by clicking on the “continue” button at the bottom of the screen:
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Overview of EMSA profile and application(s)
The next screen provides the overview of your EMSA profile. It is composed of three folders:
A)

The status of your application

This is a pictorial representation of where you are situated within the time-scale of the
particular recruitment procedure for each application. A diagram shows you in real time the
main steps with the relevant milestones and their respective dates.
If you have not yet submitted your application, a message is given, warning you that you
must fill in all the mandatory fields of your profile (marked with a red asterisk) in order to
be able to successfully submit your application:

B)

The personal profile folder/Submitting an application

You now have to go to the folder marked “Profile” and fill in all the mandatory fields of all
the labelled sub-folders:

You can fill in the sub-folders in any order you wish. To pass from one sub-folder to another,
you have to click on the “save and continue” button at the bottom of each page:
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The following message will then appear, after you’ve saved the information for each
subfolder:

Below you can view all the sub-folders of the EMSA profile.
(i)

General information

(ii)

Education & training

In this subfolder, once you have completed the relevant fields, it is very important to
remember to save the information by clicking the save button to the right of the field. If you
wish to modify the information, you also need to click the button to the right of the field.

Alternatively, you can press the save and continue button before proceeding to the next
subfolder.
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(iii) Knowledge of languages
In this subfolder you indicate which languages you speak, and at which level. In order to
add a language you must click on the ‘add’ button as indicated below. You can then add
additional languages and then save and continue to proceed to the next subfolder.

(iv) Other skills, information
Within this subfolder you need to add any computer skills you have and any other
information you deem is relevant for the position. Remember to ‘save and continue’!
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(v)

Professional experience

Firstly go to ‘add your current situation’:

Then complete the fields with all of your professional experience:

And save and close the form in order to ensure that the information is saved.
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If you wish to modify the information or delete it you can do so by clicking on the icon to the
right of the ‘employer’ field:

(vi) Motivation
In this subfolder you should give the reasons why you would like to work for the Agency, for
the position you’ve applied to:

You can log out if you wish before completing all of the subfolders without losing the
inserted data. However, as long as all mandatory fields are not filled in, the sub-folders
concerned and the main profile folder will still be marked with a red cross (X) and you will
not be able to submit your application.
Once all sub-folders are completed and the profile folder is marked with green tick (), you
have the choice: you can either log out (you may wish for instance add further information
or details at a later stage) or immediately submit your application.
To validate the submission of the application, go to Status and then click on the submit
button:
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In the case where you want to go ahead with the submission of your application, the system
generates a warning message, since once you submit your application it will not be possible
to modify it afterwards:

When you submit your application, you will receive a confirmation message in your
messages folder:

C)

Communicating with EMSA/The messages folder

The third folder is for messages. Please note that, apart from the initial confirmation of the
creation of your EMSA profile, all subsequent correspondence, including confirmation of
receipt of your application, will be sent directly to the messages folder of your profile and
not to your e-mail address. Accordingly, please check it regularly.
Also, if you want to contact the EMSA Human Resources Unit concerning a recruitment
procedure for which you are applying, you will have to send your message from the same
messages folder.
The messages folder looks and functions exactly like any other e-mail account with an inbox
and outbox.
When you apply for a position, you will receive confirmation of that your application has
gone through by receiving a message in your inbox. To read it, you must click on the
envelope icon to the left of the message:
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And here is the text of the message you will receive confirming the submission of your
application:

Following receipt of your application, in line with the EMSA recruitment procedure, it will be
screened and assessed by a Selection Board. Eventually, you may be invited to an interview
and, if successful, you will be recruited. It is important to note that, whatever the results of
your application, positive or negative, you will receive information about it as soon as this is
available and confirmed by the relevant Selection Board.

4.

Further questions?

You are now ready to create your profile and submit an application. Should you have further
questions, we invite you to consult the frequently asked questions (FAQ) by clicking on the
link available on the upper left of the vacancies portal:

Or directly on the present link: http://www.emsa.europa.eu/faqs.html
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